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Abstract. Carbon Nanotubes have been one of the most intensively studied
materials in the last two decades. Because of their combination of outstanding
properties (mechanical, thermal, electrical, optical, etc.) the community expects to
exploit their potential in a myriad of different applications. One of them is that
of sensing ultra small forces using mechanical resonators as probes. In this work, a
mechanical resonator based in a suspended Carbon Nanotube is optically characterized
by means of Resonant Raman Spectroscopy to check its defect free structure. Moreover,
a force measurement using a transistor-like set up is used to measure the thermal
vibration of the resonator. A resonance at frequencies of tens of MHz with a quality
factor of ∼ 3 · 105 gives an unprecedented force sensitivity of 3.1 zN/Hz1/2 at a base
temperature of 40 mK.

Keywords: Carbon Nanotube, mechanical resonator, quality factor, resonant Raman
spectroscopy, thermal vibration.

1. Introduction

Since they appeared in the scientific scene in the early 1990s following the great discovery
of the C60 fullerene, Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) have been one of the most studied
materials both theoretically and experimentally because of the amazing combination
of properties they have [1]. CNTs can reach record aspect ratios (length/diameter) of
107 having still an almost defect free structure. Their graphitic sp2 bonds are stronger
than those of diamond. This fact, together with their 1D structure that limits the
possible scattering processes for phonons, allows to predict a thermal conductivity
exceeding that of any other material. Depending on their chirality1, CNTs can be
metallic or semiconductor. When metallic, the absence of defects provides them with
a very long mean free path for electrons or, what is the same, with ballistic transport.
Controlled photoluminescence of CNTs has also been proved by recombinating injected
electrons and holes. Due to their 1D structure, excitons generated in CNTs have very
high bonding energies reaching significant fractions of the gap energy. CNTs are also

1 The chirality of a CNT determines the orientation of the rolling axis with respect to the graphene
sheet. It is represented by the vector (n,m), where n and m are integers.
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chemically inert and it is possible to dope and functionalize them. Finally, it is possible
to obtain structures formed by several concentric tubes (multiwalled carbon nanotubes
or MWNTs) as well as single walled nanotubes (SWNTs) which combine all these
properties in different degrees.

With this unique set of properties it is not surprising that all type of potential
applications are being investigated. Using CNTs in next generation FET transistors,
as ingredient in composite materials for electrostatic discharge shielding or for the
fabrication of Li-ion batteries, in high mechanical performance materials, as chemical
sensors, as fluophores for medical applications or in field emission displays are only few
of these potential uses [1]. Some CNT-based applications are already in the market.
Other, however, need still a significant improvement in the synthesis of specific types of
CNTs and in their manipulation to be possible.

1.1. Carbon Nanotubes as force sensors

Among all this potential applications, the one this thesis is centered on is that of sensing
ultra small forces using a mechanical resonator. Since the invention of atomic force
microscopy (AFM) in 1986 [2], the technique has been diversified to address different
kinds of measurements (Casimir forces, magnetic forces from particle spins,...). In all
the cases, the ultimate challenge is to achieve a higher force sensitivity that allows more
precise measurements. A clear goal for this sensitivity, for example, is set in the field of
Magnetic Resonance Force Microscopy (MRFM) to be the detection of a single nuclear
spin which requires a force sensitivity somewhere around the zN/Hz1/2 limit [3]. During
the last decade, sub-aN/Hz1/2 sensitivities have been achieved and the spin of a single
electron has been detected [4]. Most of these experiments used silicon cantilevers as
mechanical resonators and an optical displacement sensor (beam deflection detector or
laser interferometer) as transducer [3].

In the field of MRFM, one way to improve this figures is by increasing the magnetic
field gradients that produce the forces on the resonator. However, in a more general
approach, the force sensitivity achievable with a mechanical resonator is given through
the Fluctuation-Dissipation theorem by the force noise spectral density (SF ). That is,
the force sensitivity (

√
SF ) is limited by the thermal noise at its resonance frequency.

Therefore, it is important to minimize SF , which is given by the expression

SF = 4kBT
meffω0

Q
(1)

where kBT is the thermal energy and meff , ω0 = 2πf0 and Q are the effective
mass, the resonance frequency and the quality factor of the mechanical resonator,
respectively. Eq. (1) suggests that it is advisable to work at low temperatures and
fabricate the smallest possible resonators while keeping low the ratio between their
resonance frequency and their quality factor. The former depends mostly on the
available resources, but the latter is more involved. Classically, the fabrication of
mechanical resonators, either in the form of cantilevers or doubly clamped beams,
is a top-down process based on lithographic or etching techniques. Starting from
single crystal ultra-pure materials ensures an almost defect-free bulk but the surface
is, in general, full of defects and impurities. When the volume-to-surface ratio is
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decreased, the energy loses due to the surface imperfections become a limiting element
for the quality factor [5]. Bottom-up approaches capable of giving perfectly-terminated
surfaces, like the growth of CNTs, seem to be an answer to this problem.

Finally, the displacement sensors based in laser technology have shown a great
resolution. However, they are not suitable anymore when the resonator, and therefore
the reflective surface, become very small or when trying to work at very low
temperatures. New techniques for the precise measurement of the dynamics of the
mechanical resonator need to be developed.

In this thesis, a mechanical resonator based in a suspended SWNT is characterized.
A special fabrication process that delivers ultra-clean tubes and a displacement
measurement based in the conductance of the SWNT are put together to achieve
unprecedented force sensitivity. In Section 2, the architecture of the device is discussed.
Moreover, some details of its fabrication process important for the final high-Q results
are commented. In Section 3, the optical analysis based on the Resonance Raman
Spectroscopy, a technique extensively used for the study of CNTs, is explained to give
an idea of the purity of the obtained SWNTs. After that, in Section 4, the experiments
conducted to measure the thermal vibration of the mechanical resonator and calculate
its force sensitivity are described. To finish, some conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. The device: structure and fabrication

Detecting the thermal vibration of a suspended SWNT is extremely challenging. The
very low amplitude of the oscillation and the enormous noise background present in the
optical or electrical set ups used for the measurement makes it very complicated. That
is why the configuration of the resonator and the displacement detection method are
key to understand the performance achieved. In our case, a transistor-like architecture
as the one in [6] is used. The nanotube lays on two W/Pt electrodes separated by a
trench as shown in Fig. 1(a). The trench itself is a third electrode made of W/Pt. These
electrodes are prefabricated on a common Si substrate coated with a layer of insulating
SiO2. The CNT is grown in the last step using Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD).

Fig.1(a) Schematic of the used geometry. Because
of its functional resemblance with a transistor, the
two electrodes where the nanotube lays are called
source and drain and the trench electrode is called
gate.

Fig.1(b) SEM image of a SWNT joining the
two electrodes over the trench. SEM images
have to be taken after the measurements
because amorphous carbon grows around the
CNT spoiling its mechanical properties.
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The most important step in the fabrication process is, in fact, the CVD growth
of the nanotubes. In most approaches, it is the first step as most metals used for the
electrodes can not withstand the temperatures needed for the growth to take place. This
means that the nanotubes suffer a number of processes (polymer coating, lithography,
etching, etc.) that leave a lot of residues on them. Compared with the perfectly-
terminated surface of the CNT, this unwanted impurities are a great source of energy
loses for the mechanical resonator. Using W/Pt electrodes allows to grow the nanotubes
as the last step, keeping them defect-free and extremely clean and resulting in ultra-high
quality factors [7]. The only drawback is the lack of control of the CVD growth which,
at the moment, gives a very small yield of working devices (single CNT crossing the
trench with good electric contacts with source and drain, see Fig. 1(b)).

Using this configuration, the thermal vibration of the suspended nanotube can be
measured electrically. As explained in more detail in Section 4, given a bias gate voltage,
the oscillation of the SWNT with respect to the gate due to the thermal noise produce
also an oscillation of its conductance. In the Coulomb blockade regime, the amplitude
of this conductance variations is very high and can be used to generate a measurable
electron current between source and drain.

3. Optical characterization: Resonance Raman spectroscopy

One way to assess the crystal quality of a SWNT is the Resonance Raman Spectroscopy.
The Raman spectrum of SWNTs has been extensively studied and now the amplitude,
position and shape of the different expected peaks provide lots of information about the
sample. In our case, we can obtain the diameter (dt), the electric character (metallic
or semiconductor), the chirality and an idea of the amount of atomic defects of the
nanotube [8].

The first Raman peak to be studied is the Radial Breathing Mode (RBM). This is
the only Raman feature that CNTs do not share with other graphitic materials. This
is because it corresponds to an out-of-plane phonon for which all the atoms move in
phase in the radial direction, a direction not defined in graphene or 3D graphite. This
peak is related to the diameter of the tube as ω

RBM
= A/dt[nm] + B, where A and B

depend on the substrate and the concentration of nanotubes in the sample, that is, the
environment. In the case of isolated SWNTs on a Si/SiO2 substrate, A = 248 nm·cm−1

and B = 0. As shown in Fig. 2, our nanotube has ω
RBM

= 153.3± 0.2 cm−1 (lorentzian
fitting), which results in a diameter dt = 1.617± 0.002 nm.

The next step is to decide the electrical character of the nanotube. For that, it is
possible to use two methods. On one hand, the geometrical analysis of SWNT’s atomic
structure gives an easy relation between the diameter and the chirality vector (n,m)
through the expression

dt = a/π ·
√
n2 +m2 + n ·m (2)

where a =
√

3 · a
C−C

and a
C−C

= 1.44 Å is the length of the carbon-carbon bond
in CNTs (slightly larger than the a

C−C
= 1.42 Å of planar graphite). Taking the (n,m)

integer vector that gives a closer value of dt, if mod(2n + m, 3) = 0 the nanotube is
metallic and if mod(2n + m, 3) = 1 or 2 it is semiconductor [9]. In our case, this
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method is inconclusive as the uncertainty in dt given by the lorentzian fitting of ω
RBM

results in two possible chirality vectors: (16, 7) and (18, 4), corresponding to metallic
and semiconductor nanotubes, respectively.

Fig.2 Resonant Raman spectrum of the SWNT for small Raman shifts taken with a λ = 785 nm laser.

The RBM peak is centered at 153.3±0.2 cm−1 (lorentzian fitting, red dashed line). The feature at 303

cm−1 comes from the Si/SiO2 substrate and it is typically used as a reference to find the RBM.

To solve the ambiguity, we resort to the second method, the study of the G Raman
peak. It is found at around 1582 cm−1 for all 2D graphites and is related with in-plane
phonons. In the case of SWNTs, this peak is divided in G+ and G− (see Fig. 3(a)).
G+ corresponds to the vibrations in the axis direction and it is fixed around 1591
cm−1, in our case, 1587 cm−1. On the contrary, G− is related with vibrations in the
circumferential direction and it has a central frequency given by ωG− = 1591−C/d2t with
different constants for metallic and semiconductor nanotubes (CM = 79.5 cm−1nm2,
CS = 47.7 cm−1nm2) [10], see Fig. 3(b). From this, it is possible to conclude that the
nanotube is semiconductor with chirality vector (18, 4).

Fig.3(a) Resonant Raman spectrum of the SWNT for
high Raman shifts taken with a λ = 532 nm laser. The
characteristic G peak of graphitic materials around 1582
cm−1 is clearly split in G+ and G− as expected for
SWNTs. The absence of the D peak indicates a great
quality crystal.

Fig.3(b) Dependence of ωG+ and ωG−
on dt for semiconducting (filled circles) and
metallic (open circles) SWNTs. While ωG+

is constant around 1591 cm−1, ωG− ∼ 1570
cm−1 varies with 1/dt [10].

The last peak to be analyzed is the D-peak. Again found in all 2D graphitic
materials, corresponds to a second order Raman process where one of the scattering
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events is produced by the defects of the material. This peak is found at 1356 cm−1 for
a laser excitation of 2.41 eV (λ = 514 nm) and suffers a dispersion of 53 cm−1eV−1.
The source used for this measurement is a green laser of 2.33 eV (λ = 532 nm). This
feature is also dependent on dt and the value −18.9/dt[nm] cm−1 has to be added to
the expected ωD. Regarding these two corrections, the D peak should be found at
ωD = 1340.1 cm−1. The absence of this mode shown in Fig. 3(a), indicates an almost
defect-free SWNT, exactly what was expected to get from the special fabrication process
used. It is this almost perfect crystalline structure what allows the ultra-high quality
factors.

4. Electrical characterization: thermal vibration measurement

The detection of the thermal resonance of the nanotube is done with an electrical set
up like the one shown in Fig. 4. The vibration induced by the thermal noise modulates
the capacitance between the nanotube and the gate (Cg). In turn, this variation of the
capacitance produces a modulation of the conductance of the SWNT (G). Although the
thermal motion is brownian, as a mechanical resonator, the nanotube has a resonant
frequency (f0) for which the oscillation is enhanced. It is possible to express the
modulation of conductance as

δG =
∂G

∂Vg
V DC
g

∂Cg

∂z

1

Cg

δz (3)

where Vg is the voltage between source and gate and δz is the modulation of the
motion of the nanotube in the direction perpendicular to the gate, this is, the modulation
of the distance between the nanotube and the gate [6]. As commented, δz has a strong
component at f0 which dominates the modulation δG as well.

Applying a small AC voltage between source and drain, V AC
sd = Vsdcos(2πfsdt), the

modulation of the current flowing through the nanotube can be expressed using simply
Ohm’s law as

δI = V AC
sd · δG = Vsdcos(2πfsdt)

[
∂G

∂Vg
V DC
g

∂Cg

∂z

1

Cg

δz

]
(4)

Due to the components at f0 and fsd, the current is modulated at a downconverted
frequency |fsd−f0|. Usually, fsd is chosen to be few tens of kHz away from the resonant
frequency so the output can be easily measured. However, this current is very weak
and surrounded by a large noise background. To improve the signal, it is converted to
voltage across a 2 kΩ resistor and amplified by two independent low-noise amplifiers.
The cross-correlation of the two output signals in a vector signal analyzer allows to
cancel out the voltage noise from the amplifiers and to extract the thermal vibration
from the noise background.

Despite the cross-correlation method, measuring δI with its low amplitude is still
very challenging. An accurate study of Eq. (4) shows that only few parameters can be
optimized. To start, the position modulation (δz), as already commented, is a small
resonance over the brownian thermal noise. Improving this term means having a higher
ratio between the resonance and the noise background which can only be achieved by
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Fig.4 Experimental setup. The thermal vibration modulates the conductance of the nanotube which,

in turn, modulates the current crossing it. A voltage measurement based on the cross-correlation of

two independently amplified signals helps minimizing the noise background. All the set up is placed in

a dilution fridge with a base temperature of about 40 mK.

decreasing the temperature. This is the reason why the set up is build inside a dilution
fridge with a base temperature of 40±10 mK. Secondly, the capacitance between the
nanotube and the gate and its derivative with respect to z are given by the geometry of
the device and that can not be changed.

Finally, the amplitude of the source-drain AC voltage (V AC
sd ), the DC bias voltage

between source and gate (V DC
g ) and the derivative of the conductance with respect to

the gate voltage (transconductance) are related among them. Eq. (4) is only useful when
working in the Coulomb blockade regime where the transconductance can be very high.
Out of this regime, ∂G/∂Vg and, consequently, δI are negligible. To reach the Coulomb
blockade regime, it is key to work at very low temperatures and to apply extremely
small source-drain voltages (Vsd ∼ kBT/e). In these conditions, the contacts between
the CNT and the electrodes behave as tunnel junctions and the transconductance can
reach very high values depending on the bias V DC

g (see Fig. 5).

Fig.5 Conductance of the CNT versus gate voltage in the Coulomb blockade regime. Due to the tunnel

junctions created in the CNT-electrode contacts, the conductance shows an oscillatory behavior with

respect to the bias gate voltage, the so-called Coulomb peaks. To detect the thermal resonance, it is

important to choose a working point with high transconductance.
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Apart from controlling the transconductance, the bias gate voltage also affects the
resonance frequency. This is due to the fact that Vg produces an electrostatic force that
pulls the nanotube to a different equilibrium position as a resonator. As the thermal
resonance is very weak, before trying to measure it, it is important to have an idea of
at which frequency to look at.

For this reason, a driven resonance measurement is done in which a small AC
voltage between source and gate (V AC

g ) is added to the bias V DC
g . This voltage pulls

electrostatically the nanotube and makes it vibrate. For a given V DC
g bias, if the AC

signal matches the resonance frequency, a strong and sharp resonance is excited. The
strong signal hides the extremely weak thermal resonance, but allows to identify the
dependence of f0 with the bias V DC

g . As shown in Fig. 6(a), this dependence is linear
and, in our case, with a slope of 13.79 kHz/mV. From this measurement, a working
point for the thermal resonance experiment is chosen corresponding with a strong and
narrow resonance peak, in our case, Vg ∼ −3.63 V and f0 ∼ 62.6 MHz.

Fig.6(a) Driven resonance measurement. Due
to the Coulomb peaks the resonance shows
discontinuities. The working point is taken to
match a narrow and high resonance region.

Fig.6(b) Thermal resonance measurement. The
downconverted resonance peak appears weakly
over the noise background. For |fsd − f0| ∼ 50
kHz, the signal is lost due to the RC constant of
the measurement circuit.

Finally, the thermal resonance can be measured. As commented above, this
resonance is very weak and it is not easy to differentiate it from the noise background
(see Fig. 6(b)). That is why, despite choosing a working point in the driven resonance
measurement, a sweep around these values is still done. Moreover, the measurement is
repeated 100 times per gate voltage value. Using the formula Q = f0/∆f , where ∆f is
the bandwidth (FWHM) of the resonance peak, an averaged value for the quality factor
of 3 · 105 ± 5 · 104 is calculated (see Fig. 7).

Considering the effective mass of the nanotube to be meff = 3.3 · 10−21± 0.2 · 10−21

Kg [6] and using the Fluctuation-Dissipation theorem of Eq. (1), the force sensitivity
achieved is

√
SF = 3.1± 1.5 zN/Hz1/2. This is an unprecedented force sensitivity for a

mechanical resonator.
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Fig.7 Quality factor statistics. The high uncertainty in the voltage extreme values of V DC
g is due to

the low transconductance, and hence low signal, in the tops and valleys of the Coulomb blockade peaks.

4.1. Ring-down transient measurement

The last measurement is based on the study of the steady-state of the mechanical
resonator excited by the thermal noise. An even more challenging measurement is
the detection and analysis of the transient of the nanotube resonance. In particular, it
would be interesting to measure the quality factor through its decay or ring-down time
(τrd), that is, the time it takes the signal to disappear when the excitation is switched off.
The expression for the quality factor in this context reads Q = πf0τrd. This experiment
has been tried, but a limitation on the existing measurement equipment prevented it to
succeed.

The principle behind this experiment is the same as for the driven resonance
measurement. In this case, however, the AC voltage between the source and the gate
(V AC

g ) is suddenly brought to zero to be able to measure the decay of the resonance. To
have a fast enough stop of the excitation signal a sharp step signal is mixed with V AC

g

using a wide bandwidth mixer.
In this experiment, the signal level is not a problem as the resonance is not excited

by the thermal noise but electrostatically driven by V AC
g . Instead, measuring a real-time

signal means that it is not possible to average over time to cancel the noise background.
The measurement is done with a lock-in amplifier and the parameter that limits the
amount of noise is its bandwidth or time constant. In order to detect fast events as
the ring-down, the bandwidth of the system has to be wide enough. However, a bigger
bandwidth enables much more noise to interfere in the measurement.

With the value of Q found in the thermal resonance experiment, the ring-down
time can be estimated to be τrd = 1.5± 0.2 ms. For a time constant of that order, the
signal is already lost behind the noise background making impossible any calculation of
the ring-down time or the quality factor.

5. Conclusions

A mechanical resonator made with a suspended Carbon nanotube has shown an almost
defect-free atomic structure and an ultra-high quality factor of about 3 · 105. Moreover,
it has been shown that these properties allow to use it as a force sensor with a limit
sensitivity of 3.1 zN/Hz1/2 at a temperature of 40 mK. This unprecedented figures
represents a new step towards the goals of atomic force microscopy and all its related
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techniques. For example, it is already about to cross the barrier of the zN/Hz1/2

sensitivity set as the requirement for the detection of a single nuclear spin in MRFM.
Due to their amazing mechanical properties, CNTs have a very promising potential

as mechanical resonators. In fact, there is still a long way to go in the controlled
fabrication and manipulation of nanotubes with particular desired properties. It is
expected to improve significantly the presented results when this processes are mastered.

Finally, the measurement of the ring-down time of the CNT-based mechanical
resonator has not been achieved yet. It is a goal that requires further refinement of
the measurement technique. However, it would allow to confirm the figures already
obtained from the thermal resonance and to learn more about the dynamics of suspended
nanotubes.
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